The original version of this article was published containing errors misreporting word token and type counts and the statistical values associated with these counts. These errors and their corrections are detailed below. The corrections do not affect the nature of the results or the basic conclusions of the article. () Error: An error was found in the second half of the following sentence on p. , under participants: "The two groups of children that form our sample were thus comparable in their productive spoken vocabulary for word tokens (M TD = . [SD = .] vs. M DS = ., [SD = .]; Kruskal-Wallis, H() = . p = .) and were marginally different for word types (M TD = . [SD = .] vs. M DS = ., [SD = .]; Kruskal-Wallis, H() = .. p = .) at the initial observation." Correction: The corrected sentence should be as follows: "The two groups of children that form our sample were thus comparable in their productive spoken vocabulary for word tokens [M TD = . [SD = .] vs. M DS = . (SD = .); Kruskal-Wallis, χ  () = ., p = .], but were significantly different for word types [M TD = . (SD = .) vs. M DS = ., (SD = .); χ  () = ., p = .] at the initial observation."
estimated children's vocabulary size (i.e., number of different referents conveyed) using both speech and baby signs in the initial observation, the extent of children's vocabulary became comparable in the two groups (M DS = . [SD = .] vs. M TD = . [SD = .], H() = ., p = .).
Correction: The corrected sentence should be as follows: "In fact, children with DS who did produce baby signs in our study also had larger repertoire of spoken words at their disposal than the ones who did not produce any baby signs in the initial observation session 
